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1 . Write the meaning of the following words : 1x4=4

staff, antique, incredible, colossal

2. Do as directed : 2x9=18

a) I speak the truth. I am not afraid of it (Join using lndifinitive)

b) "Do you realty come from China?" Said the prince (Change to
lndirect speech)

c) He said that he was tired, and that he wished to go to bed
(Change to Direct speech)

d) He told us that he had waited an hour (Change to Direct speech)

e) He said "Alas! Our foes are two strong.'(Change to lndirect
speech)

f) The teacher said to him 'Do not read so fast.' (Change to lndi-
rect speech)

g) He worth to earn his livelihood. He works hard for that reason.
(Join using lnfinitive)

h) He must apologise for his misconduct. lt is the only way to
escape punishment. (Join using infinitive) .

i) He collects old stamps even at great expense. This in his hobby
(Join using infinitive)

3. Write a letter to the Editor of an English daily drawing attention
towards the evils of street begging. 3
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1. Answer the following (Any 3) : 5x3=15

a) Alok, Kalam and Joseph individually can complete a work in
10, 12 and 15 days respectively. They started doing the work to-
gether. After 3 days Kalam had to go. Calculate in how many days
Alok and Joseph will complete the ramaining work?

b) Manash has written a fraction whose denominator is 1 more
than twice of the numerator. lf we add 4 to the numerator and

denominator, then the fraction will Ue fr. Form an equiation and

find out the fraction written by Manash.

c) 45 members in a bulb manufacturing co-operative factory can
make'10000 bulbs in 12 days. Based on a sudden order'10000
bulbs have to be made in 9 days. Calculate how many extra mem-
bers will be appointed need to supply the bulbs according to the
agreement.

d) My uncle changed a 1000 rupee cheque from a bank in the
form of 5 rupee and 10 rupee notes. lf he received 137 notes in
total then find the number of 5 rupee notes that he got.

2. Simplify (Any 2) : 2x2=4

i) 25 + 3 (4x-5) + 8 (x + 21 = x a 3

,,t1*2-6"' x+1 ' 2x+3 3x+5
iii) 0.2 (x - 0.5) - 0.35 = 0.s (0.25x - 0.125)
3. Draw the graph on the graph paper ofthe following data and
see whether it is a linear graph. 6

Member of bags 1 2 3 4

Price of bags 100 150 200
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